
##       Nationality shown: UK
##
############### STATUS ###############
##
#
#################
Name:           Hermes, type:       Ship, class:   Colossus, nationality:  UK, Position X: 241, Position Y: 81
                       |___ radar is  ON
                       |________________ Air Group: Helicopter, type:      HA6SeaKing, number:  4
                       |________________ Air Group: Helicopter, type:            Lynx, number:  2
                       |________________ Air Group: Helicopter, type:          Wessex, number:  1
                       |________________ Air Group:   Aircraft, type:      SeaHarrier, number: 16
                       |___ speed: 3, bearing: 180
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-12 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-13 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-21 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-22 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-23 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-14 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-31 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-30 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Lea-10 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-18 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-19 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-20 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-15 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-17 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-16 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: PortStanley (passive)
#
#################
Name:       Invincible, type:       Ship, class: Invincible, nationality:  UK, Position X: 241, Position Y: 78
                       |___ radar is  ON
                       |________________ Air Group: Helicopter, type:      HA6SeaKing, number:  8
                       |________________ Air Group:   Aircraft, type:      SeaHarrier, number:  6
                       |___ speed: 3, bearing: 180
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-12 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-13 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-14 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-21 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-22 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-23 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-31 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-30 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-18 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-19 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-20 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Lea-10 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-15 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-17 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-16 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: PortStanley (passive)
#
#################
Name:         Coventry, type:       Ship, class: Type42BI/II, nationality:  UK, Position X: 240, Position Y: 82
                       |___ radar is  ON
                       |________________ Air Group: Helicopter, type:            Lynx, number:  1
                       |___ Task Force:          Hermes, relX:   1, relY:  -1
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-12 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-13 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-14 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-21 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-22 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-23 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-31 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-30 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Lea-10 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-18 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-19 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-20 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-15 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-17 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-16 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: PortStanley (passive)
#
#################
Name:        Glamorgan, type:       Ship, class: CountyExocet, nationality:  UK, Position X: 240, Position Y: 80
                       |___ radar is  ON
                       |________________ Air Group: Helicopter, type:            Lynx, number:  1
                       |___ Task Force:          Hermes, relX:   1, relY:   1
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-13 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-14 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-21 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-23 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-12 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-31 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-22 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-30 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Lea-10 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-18 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-19 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-20 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-15 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-17 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-16 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: PortStanley (passive)
#
#################
Name:          Glasgow, type:       Ship, class: Type42BI/II, nationality:  UK, Position X: 240, Position Y: 79
                       |___ radar is  ON
                       |________________ Air Group: Helicopter, type:            Lynx, number:  1
                       |___ Task Force:      Invincible, relX:   1, relY:  -1
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-12 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-13 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-14 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-21 (active)



                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-22 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-23 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-30 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-31 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Lea-10 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-18 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-19 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-20 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-15 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-17 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-16 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: PortStanley (passive)
#
#################
Name:        Sheffield, type:       Ship, class: Type42BI/II, nationality:  UK, Position X: 240, Position Y: 77
                       |___ radar is  ON
                       |________________ Air Group: Helicopter, type:            Lynx, number:  1
                       |___ Task Force:      Invincible, relX:   1, relY:   1
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-13 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-14 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-21 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-22 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-23 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-30 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-12 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-31 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-18 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-19 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-20 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-15 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-17 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-16 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: PortStanley (passive)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Lea-10 (active)
#
#################
Name:         Alacrity, type:       Ship, class: Type21Exocet, nationality:  UK, Position X: 241, Position Y: 83
                       |___ radar is  ON
                       |________________ Air Group: Helicopter, type:            Lynx, number:  1
                       |___ Task Force:          Hermes, relX:   0, relY:  -2
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-14 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-21 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-23 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-12 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-13 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-22 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-31 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-30 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-18 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-19 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-20 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-15 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-17 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-16 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: PortStanley (passive)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Lea-10 (active)
#
#################
Name:            Arrow, type:       Ship, class: Type21Exocet, nationality:  UK, Position X: 241, Position Y: 76
                       |___ radar is  ON
                       |________________ Air Group: Helicopter, type:            Lynx, number:  1
                       |___ Task Force:      Invincible, relX:   0, relY:   2
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-12 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-13 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-14 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-21 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-23 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-22 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-31 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-30 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Lea-10 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-18 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-19 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-20 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-15 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-17 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-16 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: PortStanley (passive)
#
#################
Name:        Brilliant, type:       Ship, class:   Type22/1, nationality:  UK, Position X: 239, Position Y: 83
                       |___ radar is  ON
                       |________________ Air Group: Helicopter, type:            Lynx, number:  1
                       |___ Task Force:          Hermes, relX:   2, relY:  -2
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-12 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-13 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-21 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-22 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-14 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-23 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-30 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-31 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-18 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-19 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-20 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-15 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-17 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-16 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Lea-10 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: PortStanley (passive)
#
#################
Name:       Broadsword, type:       Ship, class:   Type22/1, nationality:  UK, Position X: 239, Position Y: 76
                       |___ radar is  ON
                       |________________ Air Group: Helicopter, type:            Lynx, number:  1
                       |___ Task Force:      Invincible, relX:   2, relY:   2



                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-12 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-13 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-21 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-22 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-23 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-30 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-31 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-14 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: PortStanley (passive)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Lea-10 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-18 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-19 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-20 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-15 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-17 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-16 (active)
#
#################
Name:         Plymouth, type:       Ship, class:   Rothesay, nationality:  UK, Position X: 240, Position Y: 75
                       |___ radar is  ON
                       |________________ Air Group: Helicopter, type:            Wasp, number:  0
                       |___ Task Force:      Invincible, relX:   1, relY:   3
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-12 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-13 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-14 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-22 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-23 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-30 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-21 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-31 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Lea-10 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-18 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-19 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-20 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: PortStanley (passive)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-15 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-17 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-16 (active)
#
#################
Name:         Yarmouth, type:       Ship, class:   Rothesay, nationality:  UK, Position X: 240, Position Y: 84
                       |___ radar is  ON
                       |________________ Air Group: Helicopter, type:            Wasp, number:  0
                       |___ Task Force:          Hermes, relX:   1, relY:  -3
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-12 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-13 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-14 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-21 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-23 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-30 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-31 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-22 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Lea-10 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-18 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-19 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-20 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-15 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-17 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-16 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: PortStanley (passive)
#
#################
Name:           Olmeda, type:       Ship, class:      Olwen, nationality:  UK, Position X: 241, Position Y: 80
                       |___ radar is OFF
                       |___ Task Force:          Hermes, relX:   0, relY:   1
#
#################
Name:         Resource, type:       Ship, class:   Resource, nationality:  UK, Position X: 241, Position Y: 79
                       |___ radar is OFF
                       |________________ Air Group: Helicopter, type:          Wessex, number:  0
                       |___ Task Force:      Invincible, relX:   0, relY:  -1
#
#################
Name:            Was-0, type: Helicopter, class:       Wasp, nationality:  UK, Position X: 236, Position Y: 77
                       |___ radar is  ON
                       |___ altitude: SeaSkim
                       |___ Task Force:          Hermes, relX:   5, relY:   4
                          |____ base:        Yarmouth, mission:    TF, fuel:     8
#
#################
Name:            HA6-1, type: Helicopter, class: HA6SeaKing, nationality:  UK, Position X: 236, Position Y: 85
                       |___ radar is  ON
                       |___ altitude: SeaSkim
                       |___ Task Force:          Hermes, relX:   5, relY:  -4
                          |____ base:          Hermes, mission:    TF, fuel:     4
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-31 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-12 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-13 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-21 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-22 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-23 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-14 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-30 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-18 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-19 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-20 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-15 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-17 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-16 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: PortStanley (passive)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Lea-10 (active)
#
#################
Name:            HA6-2, type: Helicopter, class: HA6SeaKing, nationality:  UK, Position X: 236, Position Y: 81
                       |___ radar is  ON
                       |___ altitude: SeaSkim



                       |___ Task Force:          Hermes, relX:   5, relY:   0
                          |____ base:          Hermes, mission:    TF, fuel:     4
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-30 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-31 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-12 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-13 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-21 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-22 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-23 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-14 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-18 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-19 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-20 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-15 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-17 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-16 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: PortStanley (passive)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Lea-10 (active)
#
#################
Name:            Wes-3, type: Helicopter, class:     Wessex, nationality:  UK, Position X: 236, Position Y: 74
                       |___ radar is  ON
                       |___ altitude: SeaSkim
                       |___ Task Force:      Invincible, relX:   5, relY:   4
                          |____ base:        Resource, mission:    TF, fuel:     3
#
#################
Name:            HA6-4, type: Helicopter, class: HA6SeaKing, nationality:  UK, Position X: 236, Position Y: 82
                       |___ radar is  ON
                       |___ altitude: SeaSkim
                       |___ Task Force:      Invincible, relX:   5, relY:  -4
                          |____ base:      Invincible, mission:    TF, fuel:     4
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-31 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-12 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-13 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-21 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-22 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-23 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-14 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-30 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-18 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-19 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: MB3-20 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-15 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-17 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Puc-16 (active)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: PortStanley (passive)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Lea-10 (active)
#
#################
Name:            Was-5, type: Helicopter, class:       Wasp, nationality:  UK, Position X: 236, Position Y: 78
                       |___ radar is  ON
                       |___ altitude: SeaSkim
                       |___ Task Force:      Invincible, relX:   5, relY:   0
                          |____ base:        Plymouth, mission:    TF, fuel:     8
#
#################
Name:           Sea-40, type:   Aircraft, class: SeaHarrier, nationality:  UK, Position X: 240, Position Y: 80
                       |___ radar is OFF
                       |___ altitude: Low
                       |___ Task Force:          Hermes, relX: 0.5, relY: 0.5
                          |____ base:          Hermes, mission: CAP_S, fuel:     2
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: PortStanley (passive)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Lea-10 (active)
#
#################
Name:           Sea-41, type:   Aircraft, class: SeaHarrier, nationality:  UK, Position X: 240, Position Y: 80
                       |___ radar is OFF
                       |___ altitude: Low
                       |___ Task Force:          Hermes, relX: 0.5, relY: 0.5
                          |____ base:          Hermes, mission: CAP_S, fuel:     2
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: PortStanley (passive)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Lea-10 (active)
#
#################
Name:           Sea-42, type:   Aircraft, class: SeaHarrier, nationality:  UK, Position X: 240, Position Y: 78
                       |___ radar is OFF
                       |___ altitude: Low
                       |___ Task Force:      Invincible, relX: 0.5, relY: 0.5
                          |____ base:      Invincible, mission: CAP_S, fuel:     2
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: PortStanley (passive)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Lea-10 (active)
#
#################
Name:           Sea-43, type:   Aircraft, class: SeaHarrier, nationality:  UK, Position X: 240, Position Y: 78
                       |___ radar is OFF
                       |___ altitude: Low
                       |___ Task Force:      Invincible, relX: 0.5, relY: 0.5
                          |____ base:      Invincible, mission: CAP_S, fuel:     2
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: PortStanley (passive)
                       |________________ spotted enemy unit: Lea-10 (active)
################ DONE ################


